
The Medicine Wheel 



The Medicine Wheel: Life in Circles and Cycles

• Wheels: Circle-like structures based on nature observation
• Depicting life in circles and cycles
• Nature observation, burial grounds
• Organising and passing on understanding, information and teaching about life and 

the world
• Ceremonial constructs – sacred site - for prayer, celebration, spirit connection, 

gathering  etc. 



Wheels



The Basic Medicine Wheel – Four Directions

Origins: Mayan Wheel in South America – now known as The Medicine Wheel or 
Sacred Hoop (of life)

Basic formation represents the four compass directions: East, South, West, North -
their powers and interrelatedness

Corresponds with
Four elements – fire, water, earth, air
Four races – yellow, white, brown, red
Four seasons – spring, summer, autumn, winter
Four stages of life – birth, childhood/youth, adulthood, old age 
Four aspects of the human – physical, mental, emotional, spiritual

Centre of wheel
The children’s fire – represents the infinite mystery – that which always was and will 
always be 



The Basic Medicine Wheel – Four Directions
Human aspects



The Directions

• The East is the place of the sun, where it all begins and ends, the place of birth, 
death and rebirth. It is associated with spirit, illumination, creativity and with the 
upper world. The East asks us to look at our spirituality. 

• The South is the place of water, our emotional self: the inner child, with its beauty, 
innocence, playfulness and wonder, but also its wounding. The South asks us to 
look at our emotional self. 

• The West is the place of earth, the physical. It is the place of our human body and 
for our psyche it is the place of ‘shadow’, the underworld and our earth soul. The 
West asks us to introspect, to go deep and confront and transform our own 
darkness, but also to retreat and dream. 

• The North is the place of air. It is cold and dark. Humans need skill, knowledge, 
endurance and wisdom to thrive in the north. It is the place of the mental, of the 
adult. We are asked to ‘stop the world’, examine our thoughts, philosophies and 
beliefs and grow wise before we die. 



The Circle
The directions on the wheel are connected via a circle, which is a map of nature’s cycle - we travel 
from birth (East) via our childhood (South) to middle age (West) and old age (North). 

From East to West our life’s journey is often fairly unconscious – we are born, go through 
childhood, education, youth and find a job, partner-up, have children - then we hit the West, 
where we encounter the so-called ‘midlife crisis’. 

From West to North and back to East: The West asks us to introspect and become conscious of 
our life’s path, creating meaning, purpose and include the spiritual. If we don’t do this, we will 
not reach the ‘wise’ North, but will lead fairly meaningless lives from then onwards.

Interesting tool to work with – we go through this cycle daily with every task we undertake.  

We can take a snapshot in each directions, finding out what’s going on.



Examples:
Stuck in the South: Idea in the east – then we encounter the emotional south with self-doubts, 
anxieties. North will support this with negative thought processes. Never reach the West as we give up 
in the South.

Stuck in the North: we might have the work-discipline of the North, but lack the passion of the south. 
Result: we either give up or are stressed.

We are stuck in the West: We get stuck in the West – we introspect too much (based on the insecure 
south and critical north). 

We get stuck in the East: we are very ‘spiritual’ and are flooded with visions and ideas, but lack the 
groundedness in the West to bring them to fruition. 



The Diagonals

• North/South is the personal axis. The intelligent, thinking, skillful adult needs the emotional,
playful, delighted and wondrous child, and vice versa, to achieve balance. The emotional
South, disconnected from the wise mental adult in the North, can be self-indulgent and a
prisoner of its own emotions, whilst the North can become hard and judgmental without the
emotional self from the South.

• East/West is the spiritual axis. The East is illumination, ascent, inspiration, creativity and
spirit. The West is the physical, shadow, introspection, decent and earth soul. Without the
West the East is ‘directionless spiritual energy’ or can be ‘ungrounded self-serving and ego-
centric spirituality’ because the introspection and shadow work in the West has been
neglected. Without the East, achievement in the West can be meaningless, dis-satisfying and
based on hollow, material aspirations.

To achieve balance connection is needed



The Diagonals

Balancing the ‘Inner Beings’  / Shamanic Shields
(we are not working with the shields on the course – this is just for your info)

Four shamanic shields: two on the West / East axis and two on the North / South Axis

The East shield is the inner spirit child of the opposite gender
The West shield is the inner spirit adult of the opposite gender
The South shield is the child. It is normally of the same sex as the person 
The North shield is the adult of the same gender as the person.

North/South axis of the wheel, the inner child and the inner adult, is usually addressed in 
therapy.

East/West axis, which represents the inner opposite gender spirit child in the East and the inner 
opposite gender adult in the West is rarely addressed. 



Diagonals / Axis

Balancing the Shields
We achieve inner balance if we integrate all four. The centre point of the two axes, where they 
meet, holds the key to wholeness. 

To create wholeness, the East/ West axis shields need to be explored, included, brought to life 
and connected to the North/South axis shields. 

The West inner opposite sex adult is the archetypal opposite sex lover with all the qualities of 
the perfect mate. She/he will courtship the North, adding the spiritual dimension, the dimension 
of the intuitive mind. 

The East child of the opposite gender is the archetypal spirit child, the spirited, adventurous, 
enthusiastic playmate to the South that teaches the wounded South how to get back into the 
spirit-magical, the child-magical and helps it to heal the past. 



Example Exercises: 
How to work with the Wheel



Working with the Nature Wheel

The best way to work with the wheel is outside, constructing a wheel with stones, 
calling in spirits, ‘seal the space’ and then begin to work. But it can also be done in the 
imagination, or inside with marking a wheel space with whatever you can use. 

Exercise: Connecting with the sacred of the four directions
• Create a wheel. Use four stones or crystals or the pieces from your altar. Place 

them in the directions of the East (fire), West (earth), South (water) and North 
(air), leaving enough space for your client  sit / stand in the middle of the circle

• 2. Call in spirit, while standing in the middle of the circle. Still yourself.
3. Turn East and say: “I ask the spirits of the east to teach me about the sun and 

• fire and how to bring the sacred of the East into my life.”
4. Turn South and say: “I ask the spirits of the south to teach me about water and 

• the plant kingdom and how to bring the sacred of the South into my life.” 
• 5. Turn West and say “I ask the spirits of the west to teach me about earth, about 

the deep mother and how to bring the sacred of the West into my life.” 
• 6. Turn North and say “I ask the spirits of the North to teach me about air and the 

animal kingdom and how to bring the sacred of the North into my life.” 
• 7. Finish by thanking the spirits and dismantle the wheel 



Example Exercise: Snapshot

Create a wheel

Call in Spirit and centre yourself 

Turn South. Ask: which image represents the South? How do I feel in the South? What is my task 
right now in the South? Is there anything that needs healing/changing in the South? 

Turn West. Ask: which image represents the West? How do I feel in the West? What is my task 
right now in the West? Is there anything I need to change in the West? 

Turn North. Ask: which image represents the North for me? How do I feel in the North? What is 
my task right now in the North? Is there anything that needs changing in the North? 

Turn East. Ask: which image represents the East? How do I feel in the East? What is my task right 
now in the East? Is there anything that needs changing in the East? 

Centre. Let it all go. Stay for a while in the centre and experience the calmness of the centre. 
Whilst the wheel of life is turning, you can stay calmly in the centre. 

Write down what you remember  
Therapist: write down what the client relays to you



Example Exercises: Deeper Questions 
Exercise: Touching on deeper life questions- the dream 
An interesting journey around the wheel is to touch on more existential questions. Example 

• South: Who am I? 
• North: What is my true work? 
• West: What is my source of power. Where do I come from? How do I manifest? 
• East: What is my direction? Where am I going? For what service has spirit given birth to me? 

• East: For what service / purpose has spirit given birth to me 
• West: How do I manifest this? 
• South: Which emotions do I need to bring to the fore to achieve this? 
• North: Which work would best align me with spirit’s intent for me? 

Ask the client to get images as well as words, hunches and feelings in relation to the question. 
The overall picture will emerge. 



Example Exercise: Travelling around the Wheel

You can take a snapshot about the client’s life journey and find the ‘stumbling blocks and 
obstacles’ or ‘where they are stuck’. You can use any task the client is not completing / 
attempting / or doubts they have about their abilities: 

East: Addressing the creative spark

South: Addressing the emotional

West: Working with introspection

North: Working with beliefs and the ‘wise adult’ 

You can do this with clients either using journeys or a journey around the wheel. 



Working with Diagonals and 
Shields

For these exercises: Journey into the directions of the wheel, explore them and then
connect the directions in the center

Exercise using the Diagonals:
Connect the South with the North
Connect the West with the East
Bring them together in the Center

Exercise: Exploring and connecting the East / West Axis
Journey to the East with the intent to connect with the inner archetypal spirit child
Journey to the West with the intent to connect with the inner archetypal adult

Exercise: Connecting the the South child with the East child

Exercise: Connect the West adult with the North adult

Integrate the outcomes 



Medicine Wheel – Eight Directions 

The Medicine Wheel – Eight Directions 



The Directions and Diagonals
What we are working towards

• South We choose to reclaim our authentic self. We are born with trust, innocence, openness,
and willingness to learn, with the ability to try things, to experience, to be playful. We are
born with a range of feeling states, which we want to reclaim without being at their mercy.
We open up to life and love and stop avoiding because we fear pain.

• Southwest We set out to define our own dream. What we want life to be, what has meaning
to us, what makes sense to us. And we begin to work, focused and consistently, setting
achievable goals.

• West We take responsibility and begin to actualise our dreams. We take concrete, creative
action moving our dream from the imagination into the grounded place of earth. We also
take responsibility for our bodies. We introspect when needed instead of avoiding. The West
is the body of the mother and the child is healing by passing through the body of the
‘mother’.

• Northwest: We begin to implement ‘sacred laws’, rather than seeing the laws of society and
other people’s wishes and needs as our guidelines. We look at the rules and laws and ask
ourselves: do they serve me, my higher goals, my higher self and with that also ‘all my
relations’, or do they hinder me?



The Directions and Diagonals
What we are working towards

• North We question our beliefs and ways of thinking, seeking to touch our innate sense of
knowing more often, flow easier and become aware of co-incidences and ‘nudges from spirit’
and to try to be open to knowledge that comes our way. The North is the father and the child
can heal through passing ‘through the father’.

• Northeast We choose from a place of balance and harmony. We design our energy to act and
create, instead of react and follow. We develop focus and co-operation and remember our
dream in the Southwest.

• East We open our imagination to unlimited possibilities. We enter the ‘realm of the
magician’. We engage in spiritual practice, follow our bliss, ask for and receive spiritual vision
and create lives that contribute purposefully and meaningfully to our own growth and the
growth and balance of all humanity.

• Southeast We are grateful to the ones that came before us, we seek to develop a self-
concept that affirms ourselves as worthy, loveable and unique co-creators of the human race,
a role that is life affirming and joyful.

• Centre We will find that our whole self becomes more balanced, that the conflicts lessen,
that we live increasingly from our spiritual (higher) self and walk a path that has heart. We
find stillness in the centre, developing a deep knowing that whilst the wheel is turning we
have a still centre that is eternal.



Questions?


